Candidate neural locus for sex differences in reproductive decisions
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Sexual selection and signal detection theories predict that females should be selective in their responses to mating signals in mate choice, while the response of males to signals in male competition should be less selective. The neural processes underlying this behavioural sex difference remain obscure. Differences in behavioural selectivity could result from differences in how sensitive sensory systems are to mating signals, distinct thresholds in motor areas regulating behaviour, or sex differences in selectivity at a gateway relaying sensory information to motor systems. We tested these hypotheses in frogs using the expression of egr-1 to quantify the neural responses of each sex to mating signals. We found that egr-1 expression in midbrain auditory region was elevated in males in response to both conspecific and heterospecific calls, whereas in females, egr-1 induction occurred only in response to conspecific signals. This differential neural selectivity mirrored the sex differences in behavioural responsiveness to these stimuli. By contrast, egr-1 expression in lower brainstem auditory centres was not different in males and females. Our results support a model in which sex differences in behavioural selectivity arise from sex differences in the neural selectivity in midbrain areas relaying sensory information to the forebrain.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Sexual selection theory predicts that females, due to their greater reproductive investment, should be more selective in mate choice than males (Darwin 1871; Trivers 1972). Signal detection theory makes a similar prediction about the differences in selectivity between the sexes in their responses to reproductive social signals due to costs of different types of errors (Green & Swets 1966; Wiley 2006). Females’ considerable reproductive investment is usually wasted if they mate with heterospecífics, and conspecifics are usually abundant. Thus, there is a high cost to females for missed identification and little cost for missed opportunities. Males, however, infrequently encounter females and their investment in reproduction is usually much less than the females’. Thus, males bear a high cost if opportunities to compete for females are missed, but little cost for missed identification; males should therefore respond broadly to competitive signals, as, for example, when they vocally interact with other males. Although the predicted sexual differences in response to reproductive signals are well known, the neural bases of these differences remain obscure (Jacobs 1996).

To examine the neural basis of sex differences in behavioural selectivity, we measured neural responses to mating calls in túngara frogs, Physalaemus pustulosus. In most of the frog species, mating calls elicit mate choice via phonotaxis from females, and vocal responses from males. In P. pustulosus, the conspecific call elicits the normative reproductive behaviours from each sex (Ryan 1980; Ryan & Rand 1998). Females do not respond with phonotaxis to the call of Physalaemus petersi (Ryan & Rand 1995), while males escalate their vocalizations in response to the same call (Bernal et al. 2007). We ask, what are the neural mechanisms of this sex difference in stimulus selectivity?

We compared the neural responses of males and females using the expression of egr-1. The egr-1 levels increase in many neurons following depolarization, thereby marking neural activation (Clayton 2000). We measured egr-1 expression in the superior olivary nucleus, a lower brainstem auditory nucleus, and in four divisions of the midbrain torus semicircularis (the amphibian homologue of the mammalian inferior colliculus): laminar; principal; midline; and ventral. The principal and ventral regions are auditory areas with major inputs from the lower brainstem nuclei (Wilczynski & Endepols 2007), and the midline region is also acoustically responsive (Hoke et al. 2004). The laminar nucleus is a relay centre, connecting brainstem auditory nuclei with forebrain motor and limbic areas, thereby acting as an anatomical sensorimotor interface (Walkowiak & Luksh 1994). We asked whether the sex difference in the behavioural selectivity is matched by the differences in neural selectivity within the auditory system, and where that difference emerges.

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS

Experimental procedures and analyses were similar to those previously described (Hoke et al. 2004, 2005, 2007; methods in the electronic supplementary material). Nine to eleven amplexed frogs of each sex were assigned to one of three stimulus groups: no acoustic stimulation (silence); natural call of Physalaemus petersi (Ryan & Rand 1995), while males escalate their vocalizations in response to the same call (Bernal et al. 2007). We ask, what are the neural mechanisms of this sex difference in stimulus selectivity?

We compared the neural responses of males and females using the expression of egr-1. The egr-1 levels increase in many neurons following depolarization, thereby marking neural activation (Clayton 2000). We measured egr-1 expression in the superior olivary nucleus, a lower brainstem auditory nucleus, and in four divisions of the midbrain torus semicircularis (the amphibian homologue of the mammalian inferior colliculus): laminar; principal; midline; and ventral. The principal and ventral regions are auditory areas with major inputs from the lower brainstem nuclei (Wilczynski & Endepols 2007), and the midline region is also acoustically responsive (Hoke et al. 2004). The laminar nucleus is a relay centre, connecting brainstem auditory nuclei with forebrain motor and limbic areas, thereby acting as an anatomical sensorimotor interface (Walkowiak & Luksh 1994). We asked whether the sex difference in the behavioural selectivity is matched by the differences in neural selectivity within the auditory system, and where that difference emerges.

Electronic supplementary material is available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1098/rsbl.2008.0192 or via http://journals.royalsociety.org.
3. RESULTS

There were no sex differences in egr-1 levels in the superior olivary nucleus (table 1; figure 2). Both sexes showed graded egr-1 responses that varied with stimulus condition in a similar manner, with less elevation in response to heterospecific *P. petersi* calls than to conspecific calls. Thus, sex differences in the behavioural selectivity do not arise from differences through the lower brainstem.

By contrast, egr-1 levels in the laminar nucleus of the torus varied not only with stimulus but also had a significant sex by stimulus interaction (table 1; figure 2). The pattern of activation in the laminar nucleus matched the behavioural selectivity: in females,
the egr-1 induction following heterospecific *P. petersi* calls was not significantly different from controls ($p = 0.112$, pairwise comparisons of estimated marginal means), whereas the difference between conspecific and heterospecific was statistically significant ($p = 0.029$).

In males, egr-1 induction in response to heterospecific calls was higher than controls ($p < 0.001$) and was similar to the response to conspecific signals ($p = 0.94$).

Other divisions of the torus did not vary consistently based on the stimulus or sex (figure 2).

### 4. DISCUSSION

We conclude that sex differences in stimulus selectivity at the behavioural level are not the result of a global sex difference in the auditory system because activation at lower stages of auditory processing is similar in males and females. Rather, our results are consistent with the emergence of a ‘gatekeeper’ nucleus that differentially relays sensory stimulation to motor centres (figure 1 in the electronic supplementary material). Our results implicate the laminar nucleus of the torus semicircularis as that gatekeeper controlling behavioural selectivity. Differential activation of the laminar nucleus matches sex differences in behavioural selectivity, with males and females showing different activation to heterospecific cues. Other midbrain divisions, such as the principal or ventral torus, do not exhibit sex differences, although inconsistent egr-1 induction in response to sound may obscure our ability to observe this. The stimulus representation in the superior olivary nucleus is thus transformed into sex-specific activation patterns in the laminar nucleus that match the patterns of behavioural responses.

The laminar nucleus is an important anatomical sensorimotor interface for acoustic communication, and its neurons have complex stimulus-response properties that match the behavioural preferences for calls (Walkowiak & Luksch 1994; Endepols & Walkowiak 1999; Wileczynski & Endepols 2007). As such, its anatomy and physiology are consistent with a strategic role in controlling the natural responses to social signals. Additionally, the laminar nucleus concentrates androgens and oestradiol (Kelley 1980), and has hormonally modulated egr-1 induction (Lynch & Wilczynski 2008), suggesting a potential mechanism for generating or modulating these sex differences. The identification of the laminar nucleus as a gatekeeper highlights the general criteria for identifying a sex-specific sensorimotor relay: complex sensory processing with neural responses linked to behaviourally relevant stimulus features, anatomical and functional links to the egr-1 induction following heterospecific *P. petersi* calls was not significantly different from controls ($p = 0.112$, pairwise comparisons of estimated marginal means), whereas the difference between conspecific and heterospecific was statistically significant ($p = 0.029$).

### 4. DISCUSSION

We conclude that sex differences in stimulus selectivity at the behavioural level are not the result of a global sex difference in the auditory system because activation at lower stages of auditory processing is similar in males and females. Rather, our results are consistent with the emergence of a ‘gatekeeper’ nucleus that differentially relays sensory stimulation to motor centres (figure 1 in the electronic supplementary material). Our results implicate the laminar nucleus of the torus semicircularis as that gatekeeper controlling behavioural selectivity. Differential activation of the laminar nucleus matches sex differences in behavioural selectivity, with males and females showing different activation to heterospecific cues. Other midbrain divisions, such as the principal or ventral torus, do not exhibit sex differences, although inconsistent egr-1 induction in response to sound may obscure our ability to observe this. The stimulus representation in the superior olivary nucleus is thus transformed into sex-specific activation patterns in the laminar nucleus that match the patterns of behavioural responses.

The laminar nucleus is an important anatomical sensorimotor interface for acoustic communication, and its neurons have complex stimulus-response properties that match the behavioural preferences for calls (Walkowiak & Luksch 1994; Endepols & Walkowiak 1999; Wileczynski & Endepols 2007). As such, its anatomy and physiology are consistent with a strategic role in controlling the natural responses to social signals. Additionally, the laminar nucleus concentrates androgens and oestradiol (Kelley 1980), and has hormonally modulated egr-1 induction (Lynch & Wilczynski 2008), suggesting a potential mechanism for generating or modulating these sex differences. The identification of the laminar nucleus as a gatekeeper highlights the general criteria for identifying a sex-specific sensorimotor relay: complex sensory processing with neural responses linked to behaviourally relevant stimulus features, anatomical and functional links to
motor control regions that mediate reproductive behaviours, sensitivity to sex steroid hormones, and, as found here, the key element of sex difference in the functional activation to natural signals.

Our results suggest how sex differences in stimulus selectivity could emerge. They do not delimit the extent of each sex’s selectivity because we did not test a wide range of stimuli. They also do not address why the sexes differ in the behavioural responses they typically exhibit in reproductive social contexts, that is, phonotaxis in females and evoked calling in males. Recent work in mice demonstrated that effector circuits for both male and female sexual behaviours are present in each sex (Kimchi et al. 2007). In fact, when lacking the necessary substrate for calling (puddles of water), male tûngara frogs perform phonotaxis with similar selectivity for mating signals as females (Bernal 2007), indicating that effector circuits for female-like behaviours are present in male frogs, and that the broad selectivity at midbrain levels may be narrowed at later processing stages depending on the response selected. In females, however, the narrow selectivity in the midbrain occurs prior to the effector circuits controlling phonotaxis. These observations suggest that in addition to the difference in selectivity of the midbrain gatekeeper, the relationship of this gatekeeper to the forebrain effector centres differs in males and females. Kimchi et al. (2007) suggested that an olfactory ‘sensory switch’ related to pheromones functions differently in male and female mice. This is concordant with our hypothesis that an auditory gatekeeper nucleus in the midbrain related to advertisement calls differentially regulates access to forebrain motor centres in males and females. Future analysis will be required to determine how the sex–typical sensory selectivity of this midbrain gateway is propagated through forebrain and motor networks to enact the sex differences in behaviour.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated that sex differences in behavioural selectivity for acoustic signals are mirrored by sex differences in sensory responses in a specific midbrain nucleus relaying auditory information to the forebrain, but not by activation patterns at the earlier stages of auditory processing. Our results support a model in which the sex differences in behavioural selectivity to social signals that are predicted by sexual selection theory and signal detection models are established by differential responsiveness at a gatekeeper relaying sensory information to motor centres.
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